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From The Editor . . .

The Celtic Cross you see on our front cover was photographed by Christy Jackson
Nicholas, who goes by the artist name Green Dragon. The photo seems to symbolize
Celtic Spirituality, not only because of its iconic centerpiece, but also because of the
roaring red sky that one could say aptly mirrors the untameable Spirit of the Celt. And,
we are just so excited about this issue!
We begin with two stories from authors new to our pages. The first is from Rev.
Gracie Clunie of Northern Ireland, who directs the ecumenical Centre for Celtic
Spirituality. That is followed with an article by Karin Schlüter Lonegren, who is a
Trustee of the Chalice Well at Glastonbury. These are two highly-esteemed leaders of
Celtic Spirituality and we are thrilled to have them share their thoughts with us.
Our interview, this month, is with a set of identical twins who have taken harp playing to a new level,
performing internationally, appearing in movies, and even performing at an event where President Barack
Obama was the speaker. What could be more spiritual than the sound of harps?
All of this is followed by returning authors, Michelle Morgan, of England, Christy Nicholas of the
U.S., and Toni-Maree Rowe of New Zealand. And, of course, we have our solid, steady contributors,
Liam O Shea of Ireland, Americans Carolyn Emerick, Cass and Deb Wright, and myself, plus Alison
MacRae of Canada, who is fast becoming a regular contributor. Victoria Roberts is taking some time off
to get her latest novel underway. She’ll be back, though, don’t worry.
Before we get to all that, I have to mention that the wonderful folks at Celtic Life International
Magazine did an interview with yours truly. I also emailed with the publisher and we are on the same
page of supporting each other in bringing a variety of Celtic stories and cultural news to the world.
Celtic Spirituality is often associated with New Age philosophy, and there is a hint of truth in that
belief. Despite many wars, tortures and killings revolving around religion in Celtic countries, the truly
spiritual still harken back to a Oneness with Nature, with Mother Earth and the Universe, with the God
of our understanding, all taken together as a representation of Spirituality. From Second Sight to the
Freemasons, from St. Patrick to the Druids, from the Culdees to the Kirk, it is difficult not to associate the
Celts with the Spiritual side of life.
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Celtic Spirituality
by Rev. Grace Clunie
Northern Ireland

EDITOR’s NOTE: Reverend Grace Clunie
is a Church of Ireland priest (Anglican/
Episcopal) and is the director of The Centre
for Celtic Spirituality, of Ireland. She has
worked tirelessly for years to help folks with
their spiritual paths. We’ve asked her to tell
us about her organization and its purpose.
We are proud to have her words as part of
this “Spirituality” issue of Celtic Guide.
The Centre for Celtic Spirituality is based at
Emain Macha/ The Navan Centre, an historically
significant and ancient place three miles from
Armagh, Northern Ireland. Armagh is a very
special place with a wonderful history, and is
known as the ecclesiastical capital of Ireland,
where the Roman Catholic and Anglican
Archbishops reside.
We are working as an inter-church project, in
the context of a society which has suffered many
years of sectarian violence and therefore has
scars and much healing to accomplish. Seeking
commonality between our spiritual traditions,
Celtic Spirituality in Ireland offers us ancient
“roots” to share.
Looking back to Celtic Christianity, we
perceive practices that encourage us to think
more creatively about how we live the Gospel.
For example, the close relationship with the rest
of Creation - Christ’s salvation wasn’t just for
human beings, but for the healing of the whole
earth.
Another example is the hospitality of
Celtic monasticism, offering an open and
compassionate heart to welcome the stranger in
the pattern of Christ.
Then there is the practice of Anam-Cara,
receiving guidance from a soul-friend, and also

the spirit of humility practised by the

peregrinin - those who left family and tribe
behind, and went out, like Abraham, not knowing
where they were going. Their obedience brought
the Gospel to Europe and they leave us a legacy
of a calling to follow with courage wherever the
Spirit may lead us.
There’s so much more, including the beautiful
artwork of the illuminated manuscripts and the
high crosses, and the prayers which speak of an
Immanent “God in everything/ Emmanuel.”
So we work with pilgrimage groups and with
people locally who ask us to speak at gatherings.
We also teach meditation and have a monthly
gathering in the old cathedral here, which is
entirely inter-church and often attended by
those who have no particular church affiliation,
yet value the wisdom of Celtic Spirituality for
their own lives.
At Emain Macha/ The Navan Centre, we
have a small study library, AV theatre, seminar
room, cafe and shop. There is also plentiful
parking for cars and coaches. Those visiting
can also avail themselves of a Living History
experience and a tour of the site offered by the
Armagh City and District Council staff.
Programmes offered by The Centre for Celtic
Spirituality must be booked in advance, as staff
are freelance and part-time. The Centre for Celtic
Spirituality is a shared charitable project and has
a management committee with members from
the Methodist Church, the Presbyterian Church,
the Roman Catholic Church, the Anglican
Church and the “Quakers” or Friends.
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Our aims are –
•To share the ancient heritage of Celtic
Spirituality, Armagh, and Ireland (particularly
the North of Ireland) with the rest of the world.
• To inspire others – of all faiths and none –
on their spiritual journey through the power of
Celtic Spirituality.
• To bring together Christian churches in a
spirit of peace, respect and understanding.
Armagh City is an ancient and sacred place,
with a wonderful mystical heritage. The site of
the present Church of Ireland Cathedral has been
a place of Christian worship for 1500 years.
The Centre for Celtic Spirituality is based
at The Navan Centre, 2.5 miles from the centre
of Armagh City. This is an interpretive centre
for the ancient site of Emain Macha which
dates from the 7th to the 4th centuries B.C. It
represents Armagh’s pre-Christian heritage, seat
of the kings and queens of Ulster, from which
Armagh (Ard Macha) gets its name.
The old name, Emain Macha, derives from
the name of the goddess, Macha, and means
“the twins of Macha” (one of the ancient
mythological stories of Ireland).
If you read some of Ireland’s earliest
literature such as the Tain Bo Cuailnge, you will
find Emain Macha mentioned frequently. It is
an ancient place with a mysterious past.
In 150 A.D., when Ptolemy drew up his first
map of the then-known world, Emain Macha
was marked – long before the Americas were
discovered!
The heritage and central importance of
Armagh was presumably recognised by St.
Patrick and the first Christians of Ireland, and so
the tradition is that this was why Patrick decreed
that Armagh should be central for the Christian
church’s development in Ireland. This is recorded
within a 9th century document called The Book
of Armagh, also known as the Canon of Patrick,
which is now preserved in the Library of Trinity
College, Dublin – though facsimile copies are
on display in Armagh County Museum and in
the Church of Ireland Cathedral.

In medieval times, Armagh was a great centre
of learning and monasticism. The Celi De or
Culdees (meaning, “Companions of God”) had
a community in Armagh and their influence
remains to this day in the choral traditions of
the old cathedral.
In more recent times, Armagh has benefited
from the legacy of Archbishop Robinson, with its
beautiful Georgian architecture. The Archbishop
also founded a wonderful Observatory and the
Armagh Public Library. The park where his
residence still stands is open to the public.
In 2011, I wrote a book called Sacred Living,
available through Columba Press in Dublin. At
present, along with another colleague, we are
working on a book to be published at the end of
this year (2015) called The Celtic Spirit.
We welcome everyone to Armagh as an
authentically ancient place where the visitor can
become a pilgrim through the mists of history,
but also find experiences that are directly
relevant and inspirational for the contemporary
spiritual search.
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The Modern Celt
& The Chalice Well
by Karin Schlüter Lonegren
Trustee of The Chalice Well and Gardens
Glastonbury, England

EDITOR’S NOTE: Karin Schlüter Lonegren
comes to us by way of Glastonbury, Somerset,
England, where she serves as a Trustee of the
famous Chalice Well at Glastonbury. We are
very honored to have her participate in this
special issue of Celtic Guide. You can learn
more about Karin at www.karinschluter.nl,
(EShealing, readings and workshops.)
We have an image of the Celts in older times,
and seeing the illustrations in this Celtic Guide
on-line magazine, they seem to be heroic,
romantic, and sometimes slightly gothic –
long-haired white women in billowing dresses,
knights heavily in armour, kneeling in reverence
on the earth for an invisible person that conjures
up respect.
We sometimes dress up like the above
examples and living in Glastonbury, Somerset,
England, you get on occasion the impression
that you have returned to mediaeval times.

We know that some of these romantic Celts
are weekend Celts, workshop Celts or conference
Celts. What is it that’s so inspiring to people that
they want to return to a way of dressing from an
era that was not really favourable for women
in general and specifically, for man-kind as a
whole in a feudal class-system ruled society?
The artwork of the Pre-Raphaelites from the
mid-19th century till the beginning of the 20th
shows what we would like: heroism in a “right”
world, true love and fidelity, longing for The
Other. The Pre-Raphaelites lived in a time ripe
for renewal and yet the Brotherhood, the seven
members of the Pre-Raphaelites, were:
“… particularly fascinated by medieval
culture, believing it to possess a spiritual and
creative integrity that had been lost in later
eras. This emphasis on medieval culture was
to clash with certain principles of realism,
which stress the independent observation of
nature.” 1
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I think the collective we are - without the
frills in whatever drama is played out in our
lives - hungry for that “… spiritual and creative
integrity…”.
Our search and in my opinion, need for
waking up, for growing spiritually and for caring
for each other and for our planet is on-going and
whether we recognise it in our lives or not, our
feelings may be “dressed up.”
This late 19th century “Celtic Benediction,”
is written by Fiona MacLeod (who was really
William Sharp). I quote it here because it’s
sweet, still true, honours Mother Nature in a
Pagan way if we wish to read it that way and
refers in the last sentence to Celtic Christianity:
Deep peace of the running wave to you.
Deep peace of the flowing air to you.
Deep peace of the quiet earth to you.
Deep peace of the shining stars to you.
Deep peace of the Son of Peace to you
– Fiona MacLeod 2
How can we bring the revival of awakening
to our inherent nature into this era? Who is The
Modern Celt? While we have an idea of the
ancient Celts who in the Iron Age came from
southern Europe up to the north and west, do we
know who the Modern Celts are?
Do they even exist?
Well…. Yes. They do exist. Because we
exist. They are us. We collectively made the
deep and long journey out of Africa into Old
Europe, further traveling to more western and
northern European lands.
The Celts split north of the Black Sea, some,
the Goidelic Celts, went south through Turkey.
They were the Galatians mentioned in the Bible.
Then they went down to Egypt and across the
north coast of Africa and up into Spain and
Portugal, and further up to Ireland by sea.
The Brythonic Celts went through southern
Europe. They became the Hallstatt people and
the La Tène 3 culture, up into Brittany and then

up the west coast to what later became England,
Wales and Scotland. The Brythonic Celts were
here in Glastonbury when Joseph of Arimathea
– according legend - met the Druids here.
But it was the Goidelic Celts who came from
Ireland. The Goddess Bride comes from Breet,
the Goidelic Sun Goddess, after whom Britain
was named. The Goidelic Celts also heavily
influenced the Glastonbury Abbey in the 900s
when several of the abbots were Irish. In Spain
these Celts settled in Galicia, and incidentally,
that’s where we know the most ancient known
4000-year-old rock-carved labyrinth is.
My Dutch family and I have participated
in the National Geographic Genome Project,
and “we” travelled that trajectory between
40,000 and 15,000 years ago. In more recent
family history we have Scottish and German
ancestry. Paternal and maternal beginnings of
our genealogical line started in those countries
some 400 years ago.

The Chalice Well and Gardens

It seems that the whole of Europe is steeped
in Celtic being, and while everybody was busily
moving from south to north and west, the Well,
the spring we now know as The Chalice Well 4
was already springing forth with her chalybeate
iron-holding, red-staining waters, from our
fertile earth.
The Well’s rich history makes it clear that
over thousands of years, people have found
the life enhancing waters of the Well flowing
uninterrupted for as long as we know. The waters
still have a steady flow throughout the seasons
and the temperature of it never changes.
Springs and wells were and are regarded
as holy places. They ensured life for men and
beast in times hard as well as in easier ones. For
instance, a pub in the 1800s used the Well as a
cooling place for their ales! You can read more
about this beautiful Sacred Place here:
http://www.chalicewell.org.uk/
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Today, The Chalice Well is still a holy place,
a sacred space. People from all over the world,
including Celts old and new visit these peaceful
gardens. They come to reconnect with the Earth
and to reconnect with their own spirituality
and nature, to find solace in a world often dry
and harsh. They find their own answers in the
murmur of the waters, and in the singing of the
birds. The Chalice Well invokes inner peace for
all who visit.
Whether “our” Celts visit the gardens in long
flowing dresses, head bands and carrying stangs

(that is a word for a staff used in Celtic magic
work. The name stang originally comes from
the Vikings. I love the cross-polinating we new
Celts do!), showing tattoos on arms and faces,
wearing three-piece suits or jeans and t-shirts
and anything in between, they connect with
their true selves through Spirit of the Well.
Visitors, Pilgrims, step out into the world
again with the memory embedded in their
being and in their bodies of acceptance of
Self, a peaceful heart and the knowledge of a
place where healing comes naturally. Being
peaceful promotes spiritual growth
and a growing consciousness. The
memory of such a place where one
feels whole brings ultimately a little
more healing into our world.
Humans have travelled over the
Earth forever and we still do. It is
important to realise that we’ve all
come a long way… whatever our
personal circumstances are, wherever
we come from. Those old Celts and
so many other peoples and tribes
have visited this Holy Place. Let us
Post Millennium peoples and tribes
celebrate the tradition of venerating
clean, healing, holy water, kneeling
in front of it, drinking it, blessing it
and being blessed by it.
It’s what we need.
At left: We dress the Well on the
Quarter and Cross Quarter Days
– the Wheel of the Year festivals,
celebrated by Celts Ancient and
Modern.

Notes:
1. http://www.pre-raphaelite-brotherhood.org/biography.html
2. http://www.feri.com/lurkingbear/fiona/fiona.html
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celtic_art#La_T.C3.A8ne_style
4. http://www.chalicewell.org.uk/
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by James A. McQuiston FSA Scot
USA
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Harp Twins

For our March “Spirituality” issue we have
an interview with Camille and Kennerly Kitt,
known professionally as the Harp Twins. They
are identical twins who have made quite a
name for themselves playing this ancient Celtic
instrument. In addition to being the official
symbol of Ireland, the harp is typically the
only instrument found in drawings of angels on
heavenly clouds. You certainly won’t see angels
playing a Les Paul guitar – no Strats in the
stratosphere – just harps announcing the way to
the afterlife. Let’s get right to the interview!

C&K: We love that the harp has such deep
roots in Celtic culture. Our heritage is mostly
Nordic (Norwegian, Swedish and Finnish), but
we do have a bit of Scottish and French blood.
Even though we play many different styles of
music, we definitely feel the Celtic connection,
and love the rich history that is a unique quality
of the harp!
CG: What first gave you the desire to play harp,
and was that desire equally shared by the two
of you?

CG: Hello Camille and Kennerly. We’d like to C&K: Yes! We started playing harp in middle
welcome you to the pages of Celtic Guide.
school because we were both really drawn to
the beauty of the harp. It’s always seemed like
C&K: Thanks so much for having us! We’re a magical instrument for us. However, it took
honored to be included in this issue of Celtic us a while to convince our mom that we were
Guide!
serious about learning the harp. We showed her
that we were serious by earning some of the
CG: One of our readers suggested we contact money for our first harps through babysitting,
you for an interview. We notice that you often walking dogs, and other odd jobs.
wear medieval outfits and you certainly play one
of the most Celtic of instruments. Do you feel a
link to the Celtic countries, maybe through your CG: We’ve included this interview in our
family history, or through the instrument you’ve “Spirituality” issue of Celtic Guide as there is
chosen?
probably no instrument more associated with
–8–

heaven than the harp. We suspect there is a
spiritual aspect to your music, and your many
other creative adventures. Can you elaborate on
this?
C&K: We think that music is spiritual to us
because we connect with music on a special and
deeper level than most things in life. We’re not
sure why the harp is so closely associated with
spirituality, but we think its tone and texture
resonates in a much different way than most
instruments. The harp is arguably one of the
oldest instruments and has roots in almost every
culture around the world. There has been much
research about the healing effects of the harp
on those with illnesses, and the calming effects
on those with anxiety. In our own musical life,
we have heard from so many that our music
has lifted them emotionally after a bad day,
or helped them complete a project, or cleared
their mind, or comforted them after the loss of a
loved one. If our music can touch people on an
emotional and spiritual level or help someone
in some way, we could not be more gratified.
We feel that our music speaks in a way that our
words cannot.

Harp Twins at the World Harp Festival in Paraguay

CG: You’ve performed for heads of state and
have done some international performances.
What would you say were your top three most
interesting or exciting appearances?
C&K: We recently performed a tour in Paraguay
and it was definitely one of the most amazing

Many of the Harp Twin videos available on YouTube involve Celtic-style clothing and dramatic scenery.
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The Harp Twins in one of their many medieval-styled outfits

experiences of our lives. We represented the
United States at the World Harp Festival there
and the Embassy also asked us to stay and tour
schools and towns in Paraguay for additional
performances and to speak on empowerment for
girls and women. We had a full Harp Twins live
show open to the public the day after the World
Harp Festival ended and 900 people showed up
to a 350 seat theater! So, we asked the Embassy
and venue if we could add a second full show
right after the first. It was so much fun to play
back-to-back shows for our amazing fans in
Paraguay!

and also brought our blue Harpsicle Harps to
set on their laps. We helped them individually
strum the harps and the joy and excitement on
their precious faces kept us smiling all day.

Another one of our favorite performances was
performing small and very personal concerts this
past summer for the residents at Little Angels
– a care facility for children and young adults
with severe disabilities and complex medical
needs. The residents at Little Angels require
24-hour care - most are confined to wheelchairs
and cannot express themselves verbally. But it
was such a wonderful experience for us to bring
our music to them. We played our harps for
several groups in different parts of the facility

C&K: We were trained classically and
received Bachelor of Music degrees in Harp
Performance from the Conservatory of Music
at Wheaton College. Prior to transferring to the
Conservatory, we completed our last two years
of high school while simultaneously enrolled in
a music studies program at our local college.
We were fortunate that our harp teacher (who
was also the harp professor at the University
Conservatory that we later transferred to) was
able to temporarily become faculty at our local

We also had the opportunity to perform for an
event where President Obama was the featured
speaker! That was such an honor and definitely
a performance highlight for us.
CG: We also understand that you share a
considerable musical education. Can you
expand on this for our readers?
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college so that we could transfer harp lesson
credits. It was definitely a very rigorous program
and we were grateful to have an amazing Harp
Professor at our University. Our conservatory
repertoire was classical music, but we also
managed to find time for arranging contemporary
music while completing our studies. While at
our Conservatory, we performed with several of
the choirs there. We have also studied privately
with several harp teachers in the United States
and Canada.

edit, etc., it was just something that we learned
out of necessity. We wanted to post “samples”
of our arrangements for clients to see and we
wanted to do it in a creative way.
We love to create costumes that fit the music
that we’re covering and our video concepts. We
sometimes make clothing items that we need and
often alter items that we already have and use
them in several videos in different combinations
and ways.

CG: What is the nature of the typical live
performances you give, and do they ever include
Celtic events such as Highland Games and Irish
Festivals?

As far as non-music related activities: We have
always been active and we love trying different
activities and sports: swimming, soccer, riflery
and Tae Kwon Do. Tae Kwon Do was something
that we continued for a long time. We worked
C&K: One of the wonderful things about our way through the ranks to earn our 3rd degree
performing is that every venue, performance, black belts and eventually taught Tae Kwon
and audience is different! One day we’ll be Do ourselves. We love traveling, working out,
performing for celebrities or dignitaries and acting, and volunteering with those who have
another day we’ll be performing a concert for special needs.
school children.
We have had the opportunity to act in some
Most of our concerts are rather low-key commercials and a few films – and our harps
environments where the audience can sit and were featured in several of those films! We think
relax while listening to our music. However, it’s important to have balance in life. So even
since we play both acoustic and electric harp, our though much of our life is devoted to music, we
music can be quite versatile! We have performed like to branch out into other activities. Life is
at some Celtic events and we would love to much better with creativity and adventure!
perform at more in the future – a traditionally
Celtic instrument with a completely modern CG: There are stories of twins having a secret
twist is the perfect act for these kinds of events! language that only they understand, or an
We think that our concerts have a little bit of empathetic understanding by one of how the
something for everyone.
other is feeling, even at a distance. Do you have
any good stories along these lines to share?
CG: Typically, when a person is talented in
one area, they tend to branch out into others. C&K: We haven’t experienced any telepathy,
Can you tell our readers about other creative or but our thought processes are so similar that it
adventurous avenues you’ve pursued, together probably often looks like we’re telepathic! We
or individually?
definitely have an empathetic understanding
of each other, but we haven’t experienced any
C&K: Some of our creative endeavors related strange phenomenon yet. ;) ;) We have only spent
to our music are our music video creations. Our very short periods of time apart and thankfully
video creating skills are self-taught. We didn’t haven’t had any traumatic experiences apart
take any classes to learn to film, record, video from each other.
– 11 –

CG: Is it ever a struggle to maintain your own C&K: We’re currently working to finish our
separate lives and identities?
Harp Attack 2 CD. This is our third album and
the first album that we are having professionally
C&K: We don’t feel that keeping our “identities” mastered! We are also working on our Harp
has ever been a struggle. Our lives have always Fantasy 2 CD as well as an EP of original music.
been tightly entwined and we don’t feel the need We also are starting to plan an album of Celtic,
to have “separate lives”. People definitely have classical and spiritual music. So, there will be a
some pre-conceived notions about twins and lot of new music coming from up this year and
almost a phobia of twins that seem “too alike”. beyond!
We think this is due to the fact that most people
can’t comprehend how they would still feel like
an individual if they had someone else with the
same DNA. However, just because someone
looks and thinks similarly to someone else,
doesn’t mean they don’t feel like an individual.
When we look at each other, it doesn’t feel at
all like we’re looking at ourselves. People can
be wary of things that are “different” from the
norm, but we love “different” and we love being
different together.
CG: What’s the next big project on the agenda
for the Harp Twins?

CG: Is there one final thing you’d like our Celtic
Guide readers to know about the two of you.
C&K: We love hearing from fans and
supporters and those interested in our music. We
generally spend several hours a day answering
fan questions, responding to comments and
interacting with fans online. We would love to
hear from Celtic Guide readers on our social
media sites! Please come over and say “hi”!
YouTube: www.youtube.com/CamilleandKennerly
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CamilleandKennerly
Twitter: www.twitter.com/CamilleKennerly
Google+: www.google.com/+CamilleandKennerly

The Harp Twins filming their characters, “The Marcelli Twins,” in the feature film Blacktino (2011)
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A Timeless Connection with Nature

by Michelle L. Morgan
United Kingdom

A sacred tree at Blarney Castle, Ireland - Photo credit: Sean MacEntee / Foter / CC BY
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Today, we see diversified Celtic traditions
and Christian systems, which have been merged
into modern-day culture, but even with the
transformation of each faith, nature remains at
the root of reverence and the divine force within
nature is venerated by both men and women
equally.
With its untamed rugged beauty, lush green
landscapes and riddles of history; Ireland can
easily get underneath your skin. It’s an island
of splendid isolation and deep-rooted spiritual
connections, a preserved habitat and an
honoured place of nature worship. Spirituality
within Ireland is immortal; it provides its
inhabitants with a rhythm of life itself and is
defined profoundly within Celtic expression.
The effects which the natural elements have
on an Irish soul are enriching. Nature is a divine
source and presence; both the landscapes and
mountains of Ireland offer the Irish psyche
enlightenment, balance, continuation, and
awareness that life is a perpetual cycle. Ireland
is submerged in history and spiritual tradition; a
variety of locations can offer us similar spiritual
enlightenment, the beauty is in discovering
them.
In Celtic spirituality, an interaction between
the natural and the supernatural world was
ordered by ritual and through meditation.
Frequent votive offerings were made to the gods
throughout both the natural and the domestic
landscape. The Celts were renowned for their
worship of trees and sacred groves, specifically
designated for ritual and sacrifice. They
committed centuries of passionate reflection of
the cosmic expressions sensed deep within the
trees.
Reverence for Sacred Springs was extensive,
especially as they were considered to be the
elixir of the Earth, since the waters exuding
from them remained untouched. Among the
best known are two Gaulish examples, the
shrine of Sequana at the source of the Seine
in Burgundy, and Chamalières near ClermontFerrand. Both have produced a wealth of votive

offerings, which leave little doubt about the
healing benefits of the waters. The Celts showed
unmitigated devotion to these sacred sites and
fed upon the benefits of their offerings. They
sought elevation of their souls, fertility, healing,
and insight to the otherworld.
Few of these sacred locations remain
visible today and some are still presently
utilised for rituals and well blessings. Constant
reinforcement of the spirit of place preserves its
sacred quality for as long as the need of spiritual
connection is present.
Additionally, evidence of nature worship
can be seen in prayers and poetry. St. Patrick,
who came from Ireland, wrote one of the oldest
Celtic prayers, which has been translated many
times, but its overall essence never changes; the
spiritual unity with nature.
This connection is evident within a piece
from “St. Patrick’s Breastplate,” or as it may
otherwise be known as “The Deer’s Cry.”
I arise today
Through the strength of heaven,
Light of sun
Brilliance of Moon
Splendour of fire
Speed of lightning
Depth of Sea
Stability of earth
Firmness of rock.

Staffordshire Moorlands Bowl ‘The Staffordshire Pan’ –
Photo credit: Portable Antiquities Scheme / Foter / CC BY

Celtic spirituality is also displayed within
Celtic artwork, in the form of pottery, glasswork,
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sculptures, metalwork, and jewellery. Every poet, artist, or singer has tried to illustrate their
piece of art exhibited has its own exclusive own accolades of the earth in various forms, after
and sometimes wearable images of spirituality. being captivated, enchanted, or even entranced
Celtic art may reflect the opulence of the dense by its beauty.
earth, the leafy woodlands, the lush green
Sometimes when we find that we have made
meadows and nature’s everlasting life-cycle.
that spiritual connection, be it within an ancient
The geometric patterns and the stylised coppice, a glance up at a full moon, or perhaps
portrayals of animals, plants, crosses, and beside a calm trickling stream; we find the
people, depict a bond with a divine force, a moment that silence becomes the highest form
unity and a deep knowledge of mythology. The of accolade. Nature calls upon our soul and an
skilled craftsmen, who were able to design and ancient acquaintance is rekindled. Peace reigns
make these timeless pieces
of art, were evidently far
more than just craftsmen.
The symbolism, which
they used throughout
their work, was possibly
a form of communication
and a way of exhibiting a
message from the divine.
Similar rituals and
expressions of spirituality
continue within modern
day society, although they
may take a form in much
milder, diluted and eclectic
Cliffs in Ireland - Photo credit: talliskeeton / Foter / CC BY
systems, they are laced with the same essence within a Celtic heart and a deep respect for the
and bond with the elements. We can observe earth invokes us.
nature worship throughout many modernIn modern-day society, an ever-growing
day practitioners such as Pagans, Druids, need for spiritual enlightenment exists, and like
Pantheists, or many other worldly religions and the Celts, we may find our calling within a quiet
spiritualities. An unspoken law of respect for meeting with nature, however brief; those who
the land is held within the souls of those who feel akin to nature, will prosper greatly.
connect with nature.
Some common prayers, stories, rhymes, and EDITOR’S NOTE: Born Michelle McIntyre,
folklore, still display a similar relationship with in the late 70s, in Bedfordshire, UK, Michelle
nature. We sometimes unknowingly worship has a Scottish father and British mother.
the elements and don’t associate it with ancient Her McIntyre ancestry goes through the
tradition. For example, we could whisper our Lanarkshire area of Scotland in the 1800s,
thanks for an exquisite sunset, call a prayer through to the coastal port of Sligo, Ireland
out to the rugged seas, make a wish upon a star in the 1600s, and probably earlier. She is
or feel humbled by the presence of a mighty married with three children and lives on
mountain. Many a farmer has thanked the the Malvern Hills, Worcestershire, United
morning sun for rising and bestowing upon his Kingdom. Read more of her tales at:
crops another chance to grow. Many a writer,
https://untamedcottage.wordpress.com/
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The History and Symbolism of the

written and photographed by

Christy Jackson Nicholas
aka Green Dragon
USA

Celtic Cross

Celtic Crosses dot hundreds of cemeteries
across Ireland and Scotland, as well as Wales,
England, Europe, and beyond. Few symbols
are as recognizable as the Celtic Cross as the
embodiment of Celtic Spirituality.
It is popularly believed that St. Patrick
introduced the Celtic Cross in Ireland, during
his conversion of the kings from paganism
to Christianity. Some also believe it was St.
Columba or St. Declan who introduced it.
Other theories cite construction strength to
the design – the circle strengthened the cross
beams, preventing breakage or destruction by
the elements or time.
While the Celtic Cross is certainly a Christian
symbol, it has its roots in ancient pagan beliefs
at the same time. The stone circle at Calanais,
on the Isle of Lewis in Scotland, is formed in a
rough circle, with an even-armed cross within
it. This is believed to be a sun symbol to the
creators of the stone circle, which became a
sacred shape to the Celts. St. Patrick is said
to have taken this ancient sun symbol and
extended one of the lengths to form a melding
of the Christian Cross and the sun symbol, and
thus the birth of the Celtic Cross.
The even-armed cross within a circle has been
ascribed many meanings by many groups and
cultures. One such meaning is that of the stages
of the day: morning, noon, evening, midnight.
Another possibility includes the meeting places
of the divine energy, of self, nature, wisdom and
divinity. Of course, obvious relations such as
east, north, south and west; or earth, air, water
and fire can also be derived from the shape. Even
the Native Americans used this as a symbol for
their Medicine Wheel. The sun wheel has also
been called Odin’s Cross, a symbol in Norse
Mythology.

All Celtic Cross photos in this article and on
our front cover were taken by Christy Nicholas

I found it interesting that the early Gnostic
Christians in Egypt also used a similar form for
their Coptic Cross. It had the cruciform within
a circle, a longer lower arm, and then a cross
under the circle, similar to an ankh. The current
form of Presbyterian cross is also a Celtic Cross,
with flared ends on each of the arms.
Author and navigator Crichton Miller has
demonstrated that the shape could have been
used as a navigational device and architectural
aid by ancient explorers and builders. You can
see a more detailed explanation of his findings
in the March 2012 issue of Celtic Guide.
What does the circle symbolize? Some
say it is for the Roman sun-god Invictus, thus
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giving the name of Celtic Sun Cross. Others
say it represents the halo of Jesus Christ. Others
simply see it as a holdover from its pagan roots
as a sun symbol.

those essential elements, Celtic Christianity
would be a poorer spiritual path than it was. He
was quite glad of those aspects, as it helped him
keep in touch with the earth. A similar but more
elaborate cross from the 7th century, called St.
Mura’s Cross, can be found in Fahan, Ireland.

Fallen work of Celtic Cross art nearly lost to the ages.

Original Celtic Crosses were not carved out
of the rock – they were inscribed on the rock,
such as the cross marker near Gallerus Oratory
in Ireland. (See below)

Mother Nature having her way with this ancient cross.

I spoke once with a Franciscan Friar while
visiting St. Brigid’s Well in Kildare, Ireland.
We had a fascinating conversation about the
various pagan pieces intertwined with Celtic
This is a slab of stone, erected and carved
Christianity. He was of the opinion that without with a Celtic Cross on the surface. Another
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example is the Edderton Cross Slab in Scotland,
made of red sandstone. The Killaghtee Cross in
Dunkineely, Ireland is another fine example,
dating from around 650 C.E. It is thought this
latter example marks the transition from flat
grave slabs to the upright Celtic Crosses. The
top of the carving is a Maltese cross with the
triple knot of St. Brigit underneath, representing
the Holy Trinity.

Above: A very elaborately-carved Celtic Cross.

Above: The “Keith Cross” used extensively
on Celtic jewelry, especially necklaces.

High Crosses were popular in the 8th, 9th and
10th centuries in Ireland, and were often built
to memorialize famous people or places. Over
time, they started sporting elaborate carvings,
sometimes telling Biblical stories. A famous
cross at Clonmacnoise, Ireland is called the
Cross of the Scriptures, or King Flann’s Cross.
It is decorated with images from the Bible,
such as the Last Supper, the Crucifixion and the
Guarding of the Tomb. This tendency towards
elaborate story-telling through sculpture could
be an imitation of Roman sculptures such as
Trajan’s Column, or perhaps the much closer
Pictish carvings in Scotland.

While many of the stylized designs on
the Pictish stones are as yet a mystery, some
obviously tell stories of battles and events.
While there are many high crosses throughout
Ireland, the majority of Celtic Crosses you will
see are those for gravestones, a result of a fashion
around the 1850s to use them as headstones or
monuments. This is the style that has crossed
oceans and taken root wherever Irish or Scottish
immigrants landed, be it the Americas, far off
Australia, or New Zealand, bringing with them
the beauty and mystery of the Celtic Cross.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Don’t miss more
information on Celtic myth and history, as
well as practical travel planning tips, and
hidden places, in Christy’s travel books.
– Stunning, Strange and Secret:
A Guide to Hidden Scotland
– Mythical, Magical, Mystical:
A Guide to Hidden Ireland
More info at
www.greendragonartist.com
www.facebook.com/greendragonauthor and
http://www.tirgearrpublishing.com/authors/
Nicholas_Christy/index.htm
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Christy Nicholas took this photo near Lough Gur, County Limerick, Ireland

The Latest Guide to

Scotland

is available now from
Christy Nicholas,
with links to Kindle,
Smashwords, etc. –
whichever format
you like!
http://www.tirgearrpublishing.com/authors/Nicholas_Christy/scotland-guide.htm
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by James McQuiston FSA Scot
USA

The Low Road

The photo above was supplied to the Celtic
Guide by Bill MacFarlane of Scotland. It shows
the snow-covered mountain of Ben Lomond,
which not only overlooks this smaller body
of water – Loch Ard - but also overlooks the
much larger and perhaps more famous Loch
Lomond.
Loch Lomond is the largest Scottish loch, and
is located between the counties of Dunbartonshire
and Stirlingshire. Loch Ard is a mere 10 miles
or so just on the opposite side of Ben Lomond.
Unfortunately, to drive between the two lochs
takes about 32 miles of highway.
There is a curious interpretation of the words,
“Ye’ll take the high road, and I’ll take the low
road, and I’ll be in Scotland afore ye.”
In traditional Highland folklore and spiritual
belief, the soul of a Scot who died in battle in a
foreign country would be spirited underground
by fairies or “the little people.”
In the case of the song “Loch Lomond,”
this seems to be easily understood. In the first
verse we find that Loch Lomond is mentioned

photo by Bill MacFarlane
Scotland

specifically as a place where the singer and his
true love once, or perhaps often, met, but will
meet there no longer:
By yon bonnie banks
an’ by yon bonnie braes
Where the sun shines bright on
Loch Lomond
Whaur me an’ my true love
will ne’er meet again
On the bonnie, bonnie banks
o’ Loch Lomond.

Then the chorus resounds:

O ye’ll tak’ the high road,
and I’ll tak’ the low road
And I’ll be in Scotlan’ afore ye
For me an’ my true love
will ne’er meet again
On the bonnie, bonnie banks
o’ Loch Lomond.

This sets the stage for someone taking the
high road and the singer taking the low road,
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and it reiterates the thought that he will never
meet his true love again on Loch Lomond. This
also seems to indicate that they must have lived
near the loch to have it be so sentimental to
them. Note that he states he will be in Scotland
before those he is singing to – presumably sped
underground by the fairies.
Now we move to the second verse:

shoulders, comin’ straight for him, whiles
gi’en a whink o’ a greet 2 an’ aye atween its
hands . . . The creature was nae bigger than a
three-year-auld lassie, but feat an’ tight, lith o’
limb, as ony grown woman, an’ its face was
the downright perfection o’ beauty, only there
was something wild an’ unyirthly in its e’en
that couldna be lookit at, faur less describit.

‘Twas there that we parted
Fairies were also very often associated with
in yon shady glen
On the steep, steep sides o’ Ben Lomond glens and it was in a glen that the two lovers said
good-bye. In fact, it is possible that the majority
Where in the purple hue,
of fairie sightings have taken place in the glen.
the Highland hills we view
So we have this and many more pieces of
An’ the moon comin’ out in the gloamin’.
evidence to show that fairies were associated
This verse tells us that he parted ways with with the gloaming of the day and with glens.
his lover in a glen near Loch Lomond, under
The final verse reads:
the watchful eye of Ben Lomond mountain, as
The wee birdies sing
they looked northward to the Highlands tinged
an’ the wild flowers spring
in purple heather, and with the moon appearing
An’ in sunshine the waters are sleeping
in the gloaming, or the twilight – the time after
But the broken heart it kens,
sunset and before dark. This is traditionally
nae second spring again
a spooking time all over the world as objects
Tho’ the waeful may cease
can take on strange apearances and spatial
frae their weeping.
recognition is diminished, especially if the
gloaming is accompanied by fog.
In this verse we learn that, come springtime,
The gloaming was particularly associated when the wild flowers are emerging from the
with fairies. Robbie Oliver (an old shepherd, earth, and the birds are back in full force, still
who lived in Jedwater, Scotland, and died about the “broken heart” – his girlfriend or wife – will
1830) is reported to have stated:
know no second spring, even if she has stopped
her grieving and crying by then.
I can tell ye about the vera last fairy that
“The Bonnie Banks o’ Loch Lomond”, or
was seen hereaway. When my faither, Peter
more simply, “Loch Lomond,” is one of the bestOliver, was a young man, he lived at Hyndlee,
known traditional Scottish songs and was first
an’ herdit the Brocklaw. Weel, it was the
published in 1841 in Vocal Melodies of Scotland,
custom to milk the yowes in thae days, an’
and is most often connected with the Jacobite
my faither was buchtin’ the Brocklaw yowes
Uprising of 1745.
to twae young, lish, clever hizzies ne nicht
“Loch Lomond” is one of those songs where
i’ the gloamin’, Nae little daffin’an’ gabbin’
the meaning is not as prominent or important,
gaed on amang the threesome, I’se warrant
when sung, as are the spiritual feelings aroused
ye, till at last, just as it chanced to get darkish,
by the singing itself. In Celtic performances
my faither chancit to luik alang the lea at the
around the world, the song is often the final piece
head o’ the bucht, an’ what did he see but a
of music played during an evening of revelry.
wee little creaturie a’ clad i’ green, an’ wi’
And, who knows, perhaps just outside the
lang hair, yellow as gowd, hingin’ round its
scene of revelry stands a fairie or two!
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by Liam O Shea
Ireland
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Obie visits Hore Abbey, with the Rock of Cashel in
the background (on the hill). Also known as Cashel
of the Kings and St. Patrick’s Rock, it is an historic
site located at Cashel, Co Tipperary.
According to local mythology, the Rock of Cashel
originated in the Devils bit, a mountain 20 miles north
of Cashel, when St. Patrick banished Satan from a
cave, resulting in the Rock’s landing in Cashel. Cashel
is reputed to be the site of the conversion of the
King of Munster by St Patrick in the 5th century.
The Rock of Cashel was the traditional seat
of the kings of Munster for several hundred
years prior to the Norman invasion. In 1101, the
King of Munster, Muirchertach Ua Briain, donated
his fortress on the Rock to the Church. The
picturesque complex has a character of its own and
is one of the most remarkable collections of Celtic
art and medieval architecture to be found anywhere
in Europe. Few remnants of the early structures
survive; the majority of buildings on the current site
date from the 12th and 13th centuries.
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Saint
Breaca

A
Saintly
Conundrum
by Toni-Maree Rowe
New Zealand

In the small parish of Germoe,
partway between the Penwith
peninsula and the Lizard, is the
village of Breage. It is an easy
Cornish village to miss. The
main road skirts its edges and,
unless they have done their
research, any ordinary person
might just drive on by.
St Breage’s Church tower a prominent feature in the
local Breage landscape.
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However, there are several good reasons to
stop and visit. The church is the focal point of
the village and it is here you will find a number
of medieval scenes painted on the walls of the
church, including a Roman waymarker dedicated
to the Emperor Marcus Cassianius Latinius
Postumus and dated to between 258-268 A.D.

the majority of Cornish crosses are carved from
local granite. The cross has been described as
a “four-holed wheel cross with Hiberno-Saxon
decoration” (Pevsner, N. 1951. The Buildings of
England: Cornwall).

A sandstone cross outside the south entrance

A Roman way stone

There are also several interesting stone
crosses within the walls of the churchyard. The
earliest is situated near to the front door and is
likely to date between the late ninth and early
tenth centuries. Carved from red sandstone it
would have been highly decorated when first
erected. Today only a little of this elaborate
carving can be seen, furthermore it is not in its
original position; the cross was found buried in
the churchyard and placed where it currently
stands. The use of sandstone is very unusual, as

The church yard is also of interest, it is easy to
discern its round shape, a feature often regarded
as an indication of antiquity. Early Celtic
missions would construct an enclosure around
their settlement and in Cornish the prefix “Lan”
is often found in conjunction with such sites.
“Meaning church enclosure, it normally
described an Early Christian foundation of the
Celtic Church within a round or oval earthwork,
usually a re-used prehistoric site. Parish churches
still occupy many of these sites...” Weatherhill,
C. 1998. Cornish Placenames and Language).
The church you see today was dedicated to
St Breaca on December 26, 1456, completely
replacing the earlier Norman church.
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The earliest mention of Breage in documents
is just prior to 1066 when the village was called
“Eglosbrek” or “Eglospenbro” (the latter refers
to the farm of Penbro) and was part of the large
manor of Winnianton. By 1264 the church was
being referred to as St Breaca’s.
St Breaca is one of the many saints’ names
which litter the Cornish landscape, however,
very little is known about her.
A hagiography written in the late fourteenth
century, which is now lost, recorded the lives
of many Cornish saints. John Leland during his
itinerary of 1540 did mention parts of this lost
hagiography as was pertinent to his travels.
According to Leland, Breaca was born in the
region of Lagonia and Ultonia in Ireland and
she became a nun at the oratory founded by St
Brigid of Kildare.
At around 460 A.D., she travelled to
Cornwall with seven other Irish saints – Germoe,
Senanus (Sithney), Mavuanus (Mawgan),
Elwen, Crowan, Helena and Tecia. They settled
at Revyar on the River Hayle, but some were
killed by the tyrant king Tewdwr Mawr of
Penwith.
Breaca then travelled onwards visiting
Castle Pencaire and establishing a church at
Chynoweth. When she died, the church was
moved to its present location and many miracles
are said to have occurred at her tomb.
On the face of it this is a good story, but
closer inspection reveals that a number of the
story elements can be found elsewhere in other
local saintly stories. Conflict with a local pagan
tyrant, establishment of a hermitage in a remote
part of the land, an Irish origin and connection
with a more well-known Saint.
Simply read and compare the stories of St Ia
or St Gwinear and you begin to get a feel for
the standard hagiography, many of which were
written some thousand years after the saint
concerned had lived and died.
It is not surprising that the more obscure
saints such at Breaca ended up with a mash-up
story for her life.

So is there any hope in finding out the real
story behind St Breaca? Possibly. But first we
need to look at the much wider picture.
Cornwall during the Roman period appears
to be semi autonomous and although the
Romans were in complete control of trade, life
in Cornwall went on much as it had during the
Iron Age.
The impact of the Roman Legions leaving
Britain in 410 A.D. would have had a minimal
effect on Cornwall even if the repercussions
in other parts of the country were felt keenly
for several decades. Political manoeuvring
(and warfare) in the mid-5th century resulted
in Cornwall becoming part of the kingdom of
Dumnonia, which was spread from the far west
of Cornwall up into south Somerset. Into this
seemingly unsettled time the Irish missionaries
appear.
There is some conflict on how many Irish
came to Cornwall. Some accounts say as few as
seven, others seven hundred and seventy-seven.
In 1899, Sabine Baring-Gould wrote about the
Cornish saints. He believe that it was a much
greater number which arrived on the Cornish
shores but with a less-than-peaceful mission. For
Baring-Gould this was an invasion, hence the
bloody reaction from Tewdwr in slaughtering,
thus martyring, a number of the Irish (St Ia
being the most well-known). Interestingly, St
Germoe who was said to be one of St Breaca’s
companions was, according to legend, a king in
Ireland – a claim not yet substantiated.
The invasion theory may sound a little farfetched but given that the Cornish, as a rule, over
the centuries, were more than amicable with all
their neighbours along the Atlantic seaboard,
an outright slaughter of a peaceful mission of
Christians seems also far-fetched.
Tewdwr is often portrayed as a pagan tyrant
and this comes to us from a time when our pagan
past was seen as a dark time. He becomes the
demon which our Christian saints must triumph
over. After all, who triumphed in the end? Who
wrote the hagiographies?
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It is believed that later Tudor-era writers
used Tewdwr (who was not a king, more a local
chief/lord) to lampoon and criticise Henry VII
in the wake of his crushing defeat of the Cornish
Rebellion of 1497. If this is the case it is perhaps
necessary to take much of what is said about the
“tyrant” with a grain of salt.
Those who escaped the battle (irrespective of
who started it) would have fled to more remote
parts of Cornwall perhaps seeking protection
from local and more sympathetic chiefs.
This may be where St Breaca’s story has a
ring of truth about it. She is said to have visited
Castle Pencaire before setting up home at
Chynoweth on the lower slopes of Tregonning
Hill.
Castle Pencaire is situated on the summit
of Tregonning Hill and was originally an Iron
Age hillfort. Although there is no current
evidence (much later mining works have almost
completely destroyed the inside of the hillfort)
for its reoccupation during St Breaca’s time, it
is strong possibility. Other Iron Age hillforts
were temporarily reoccupied at this time, such
as Chun Castle in West Penwith, and why would
Breaca visit an “abandoned” antiquity?
If Breaca wished to establish a mission
in the local area, she would have realised the
importance of asking permission from the local
chieftain/lord. His goodwill would have been
important to the success of her mission.
The question does remain – When did she
arrive and was she actually Irish? The date of
her arrival will never be satisfactorily agreed
upon. It will have to be enough to say she arrived
sometime in the late 5th, but not later than the
early 6th century A.D.
Was she with that first influx of Irish? This
we will never know. The later successes of Irish
saints would suggest there were several voyages
to the Cornish coast.
The presence of the early cross with its
“Hiberno-Saxon” decoration might point
towards a later commemoration of an Irish
saint, and the use of sandstone rather than

granite could be explained in one of two ways.
Either the stone was carved elsewhere and
then brought to Breage or the stonemason was
not from Cornwall and did not have the skills
needed to carve in granite.
Breaca is occasionally mentioned in writings
from other parts of the county. In 1478, William
Worcester refers to her feast day as being May
1st, even though in later times her feast day is
celebrated on June 4th and it appears to be quite
an important festival.
An idiom recorded in the village of Germoe
in the 18th century refers to their patron saint –
Germoe – as a king but Breaca was a midwife.
The 19th century residents of St Leven believed
Breaca to be the sister to the village’s patron
saint – Selevan or Salaman.
In all likelihood we will never know the truth
of St Breaca, but it has been fun trying to find
out.
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One of several medieval scenes painted on the
interior walls of St Breage’s Church

by Carolyn Emerick
USA

March 2015

The Fairy Faith

There are two different meanings to the term
“Fairy Faith.” On one hand, it simply refers
to the old folkloric belief in fairies, and the
practices found therein. This meaning is usually
ascribed to the modern Celtic nations of Ireland
and Scotland, where belief in fairies lingered
long into the modern era. In this sense, it is
analogous to other places where belief in fairylike creatures continued even into the present
day, such as in Iceland and even in some Native
American or Canadian First Nations traditions.
The second meaning is found in the modern
neo-pagan community. It seems that the neopagan Fairy Faith sprang from the Wiccan
community somewhere around the 1970s in
California. As the modern pagan movement
proliferated, many different paths developed.
Some were divergent variants branching
off of Wicca, while others were born in the
reconstructionist movement (reconstructionist
meaning attempts to reconstruct the
ancient indigenous religions of Europe, the
Mediterranean, and elsewhere, with historical
accuracy). Yet more versions of neo-pagan paths
emerged that were influenced by these, but took
their own shape and form.
So in the modern pagan community, the Fairy
Faith has various incarnations and meanings.
This article will focus mainly on the first
definition, but will touch lightly on the second.

Illustration by Edmund Dulac

Origins of Fairy Belief

The modern notion of fairy is vastly different
from that which our ancestors knew, and even
antiquated descriptions vary widely. While
it’s fair to say that the image of the fairy has
changed a number of times, it’s origins sprang
from the murky haze of the Neolithic period.
In those times, ancestor worship was a
common feature among Indo-European groups.
Both the Celtic Sidhe as well as the Germanic
Alfar were originally both associated with burial
mounds, and therefore appear to have derived
from ancestor worship. Human remains, and
especially highly-revered ancestors such as
tribal leaders, chieftains, and great warriors,
were interred in mounds. A chieftain or hero of
the tribe would have been considered a tribal
ancestor to everyone within the tribe, especially
as tribes were built around the structure of
kinship. Some scholars speculate that one
possible origin of indigenous European deities
are persons of renown whose legends grew as
they continued to be remembered and honored
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by subsequent generations. The word sidhe of the dead, and spirits of dead relatives and
originally meant the mound itself, but eventually ancestors were often said to be existing in the
came to mean the spirits who dwelt therein. And, land of the fairies.
alfar is the Norse word from which the modern
English word “elf” derives.
Spirits of the mound are one direct foundation
of elf and fairy belief. But, the connection
may have also come about indirectly by the
demotion of pagan gods during the conversion
to Christianity. It has been noted that belief in
“small spirits” continued on in folk belief for
hundreds, and in some cases even a millennia,
after conversion. The epic gods may have been
diminished into smaller spirits of the land. By
small, I don’t necessarily mean stature. But their
power and roles were lesser than the mighty
and central role that the great gods once played.
For example, the Irish gods of the Tuatha De
Danann were later associated with fairy lore.

Elemental spirits illustrated by Alfred Fredricks, 1873

Illustration by Kay Nielson demonstrates the
Virgin Mary filling the role of goddess.

Even into the modern era, fairies continued
to be associated with the dead. In fact, some
folklorists have noted that in folk accounts, there
isn’t a clear differentiation between ghosts and
fairies (Spence, 87). The Otherworld inhabited
by fairies was often associated with the land

Some folklorists speculate that the notion
of fairies could be a cultural memory of the
original inhabitants of Britain before they were
pushed aside by the incoming Celts. These
people may have been smaller in stature, and
took to hiding in the forests and mounds as
their numbers because increasingly less. They
may have engaged in guerrilla war-like tactics
as they became ever more adept at disappearing
into their wooded environment. Because they
had less resources than the Celts, the idea of the
indigenous people swapping their sickly infant
and stealing a healthy one from his cradle is one
hypothesis for changeling tales.
So we can see that there are numerous
influences and hypotheses for the origins of
fairy lore. To complicate things, the term fairy
would later be used to describe all manner of
otherworldly spirit. There are tales of demon or
ghost dogs, for example, that are described as
fairy. The word “fairy” itself is a departure from
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the early notions of sidhe and alfar ancestor
spirits. It comes from fatae, meaning the Fates
from classical mythology. Fatae evolved into the
noun fay. Those who wielded the power of the fay
could bring about a state of enchantment called
fay-erie, which developed into the modern fairy
(Briggs, 131). So, we can see that in the modern
English-speaking world, the concept of fairy
has numerous foundations, notwithstanding the
fact that most cultures worldwide contain their
own unique beliefs about fairy-like beings.

Because the Judeo-Christian pantheon has
only God (as trinity), Satan, angels, demons,
the Virgin Mary, and the saints, these extrabiblical indigenous spirits had to be made to
fit a biblical context. Thus, they were relegated
as demons by Church leaders. And while this
may sound very medieval, later Protestant
Reformation writers were especially forceful in
their condemnation of fairies as demons. People
found to be interacting with fairies could be
charged with witchcraft. In fact, fairies feature
prominently in Scottish witch trial records and
were discussed in detail in leading demonology
texts written during the witch hunt era (for more
on this, see “When Witches Communed with
Fairies” in Celtic Guide, Volume 2, Issue 10,
October 2013).

The Fairy of the Garden - by Edmund Dulac Illustration for Hans Christian Anderson’s
The Garden of Paradise

As Christianity arose in Celtic and Anglo
Britain, the indigenous fairy beliefs were
grafted into the Christian lexicon, altering
beliefs further. Not only did powerful deities of
mythology become shrunken into fairy lore, but
ideas about fairies changed to fit the Christian
Winter elemental spirit - Edmund Dulac
paradigm. Instead of being spirits connected to
illustration for Hans Christian Anderson’s
Earth-centered spirituality, it began to be said
The Snow Queen
that fairies were the fallen angels. Another
Fairies and Faith
story is that they were angels who had refused
to take a side during Lucifer’s revolt, so they
The image of the sweet little pixie with
were damned to exist between heaven and hell butterfly wings comes strictly from the
for eternity.
Victorian Era. In folklore, fairies have many
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different descriptions. Spirits who live closely
with humans, such as domestic elves, tend to
look like little old men dressed in antiquated
clothing. This likely connects to the alfar’s
evolution from an ancestor spirit as described
above. In an age when property was handed
down through the generations, it was believed
that the original owner of the homestead
lingered on as guardian. The propitiation of
domestic spirits was common all across Europe,
as well as elsewhere in the world. Due to early
Christianization of Celtic lands, domestic
spirits are not as common in Celtic folklore as
elsewhere – except for Scotland. This is due
to the heavy (but sadly overlooked) Germanic
heritage in Scotland. The brownies of Scotland
fit snugly into the house-elf tradition seen
elsewhere in Germanic culture.
Another change in the modern view of fairies
is their role as benevolent and spritely elemental
spirits. While these supernatural beings were
long associated with nature, it was often in a
frightful way. Far from the gentle-winged fairy,
we might have the gargantuan leshy, guardian
of the forests in Russian folklore. Leshy is
thought to be a cousin of the Celtic green man,
another ancient guardian of the forest. Forest
spirits were known to be wily. They might lead
the careless wanderer off their path and then
disappear leaving only their echoing laughter as
the traveler finds himself lost in the wilderness.
Likewise, water spirits might seduce a young
fisherman only to pull him to his death beneath
the waves.
Just as fairies evolved into innocuous, playful
sprites in modern times, they also went through
transformations in the past. It seems that every
major age in civilization brings with it a change
in fairy belief, from ancestor mound spirits
in the Neolithic, to more advanced and godlike notions in the Bronze and Iron Ages, and
then another change when Christianity swept
through Europe. Great and powerful spirits
were relegated to smaller realms. And, good or
neutral spirits became seen as strictly demonic.

Illustration by Virginia Frances Sterrett

We tend to view fairies, and the like, as
not only innocuous, but fairly silly. Those
who profess to believe in them today are
laughed at by mainstream culture, derided as
not only misguided, but even dim-witted. Yet,
from the beginning of Europe’s conversion to
Christianity, which began in the 7th century in
England (13th century in the Baltic, elsewhere
in-between) up through the Early Modern Era
(circa the 16th and 17th centuries), belief in
fairies was quite dangerous. The Church (both
Catholic and Protestant) recognized fairy belief
as a vestige of pagan religion, which therefore
made it a threat to Christianity’s control over
the peasantry. And, during the turbulent years
of The Reformation, fairy belief could get an
individual accused of witchcraft.
An excellent book on this is European
Mythology by Jacqueline Simpson. Rather than
focusing on the great gods of classic mythology,
this book focuses on fairies and folk tradition.
She explains that there is a huge difference
between fairy belief found in folklore and the
other genre that often gets lumped together with
it, fairytales. Simpson says that fairytales are
told mainly for entertainment, while folklore
“is concerned with supernatural forces as real
entities, to be reckoned with in the everyday
world, and not just as material for entertaining…”
(Simpson, p8).
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These popular practices include rituals
marking the cycles of life (birth, marriage,
death) or combatting the mysterious (illness
and danger) or asserting spiritual security
(the afterlife). Popular belief was reflected in
those rituals and in other symbols exhibited
in society, such as paintings, shrines, and
relics” (Jolly, 9).

So, popular religion did not imply that the
people held a notion of self-identity as being
pagan. They considered themselves strictly
Christian. But, many of their beliefs, traditions,
and practices retained elements of ancient pagan
spirituality mixed with Christianity. And, a large
part of that in Britain, and elsewhere, hinged on
the belief in fairy spirits.

Spiritual Practices

IT WAS HER FAIRY GODMOTHER!

Fairy in the Flames, illustration from
Childhood’s Favorites and Fairy Stories, 1917

These supernatural beliefs were part of the
“folk religion” of the common people. Folk
religion is the corpus of beliefs held by masses,
which usually combines the formalized religion
of the elite (typically Christianity in the West
and lands colonized by the West, but also seen
with other major world religions in other parts
of the world) with the indigenous beliefs of the
people. This phenomenon is also called “popular
religion.” Another scholar who has studied the
merging of pagan and Christian beliefs in Britain
is Karen Louise Jolly. She explains:
Popular religion, as one facet of a larger,
complex culture, consists of those beliefs
and practices common to the majority of
believers. This popular religion encompasses
the whole of Christianity, including the
formal aspects of religion as well as the
general religious experience of daily life.

As noted in the above quote, popular
religion was expressed in the folk practices of
the people. One practice found all over Europe
that demonstrates the religious nature of fairy
belief is the act of making offerings. Offerings
are made to deities in many world religions
through the ages to today. Even in Christianity,
Jesus is called “the sacrificial lamb” and his
act of dying on the cross is supposed to replace
the Jewish practice of animal sacrifice. Animal
sacrifice also occurs today in Islam, as well as
other religions.
The kinds of sacrifices traditionally given to
propitiate fairy spirits are more akin to offerings
found in some Eastern faiths, such as Hinduism
or Buddhism today. Rather than slaughtering an
animal for blood sacrifice, offerings given to the
fae are typically in the form of food and drink,
with grains and dairy featuring prominently.
This is true for both domestic and certain types
of nature spirits.
French scholar Claude Lecouteux studied
folk practices related to domestic spirits (such
as brownies and other house elves) from all
around Europe for his book The Tradition of
Household Spirits. He states:
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In all these rites, what stands out is that
the domestic spirit receives a portion of
the household’s food as an offering. It is
regarded as a family member and treated as
such. It has a marked preference for dairy
products, a feature it shares with fairies who
often perform the same duties as it does,
even if they do not remain in the house and
only stop there during Twelve Days or other
dates (Ember Days, All Saints’ Day, and so
on). (Lecouteux, p146).
(As an aside, note the similarity between
what is described by Lecouteux and our modern
day custom of leaving cookies and milk out for
Santa Claus, that “jolly old elf.” We are not as
separated from our ancient customs as we might
think!)
Offerings were not restricted only to domestic
spirits, but also given to fairies residing in
nature as well. In her book, Spirits, Fairies,
Leprechauns, and Goblins: An Encyclopedia,
scholar Carol Rose mentions that salt and bread
are traditional offerings given to the Russian
forest guardian, the Leshy (Rose, p197). And,
lest we assume that a Slavic custom has no
bearing on beliefs and practices of the Celtic and
Germanic people, Jacqueline Simpson reminds
us that:
[Folk tradition] is “European” because its
main features are pretty consistent throughout
Europe, despite political and linguistic
barriers; the range of activities ascribed
to fairies, for instance, remains much the
same everywhere, whatever names they are
known by (Simpson, p8). This is not to say
that all European cultures are identical. But,
simply that they are related and share many
characteristics, especially as it pertains to
folk tradition.
Offerings could take form other than food,
especially when given to nature spirits. Coins
are a common offering to water deities and
fairies. You have probably given this offering

Woman with nature spirits illustration by Frederick Richardson

yourself, throwing a coin into a wishing well.
Pagan belief carried a heavy dose of “you
scratch my back and I’ll scratch yours.” If you
desire to receive something from a spirit, i.e.
make a wish, then you must give it something in
return. And, so, we still toss coins into wishing
wells for the water fairies in return for wishes
granted today. Ribbons and pieces of cloth
strewn about the branches of trees are another
such custom that continues clear across Britain
today (for more on Sacred Wells and Wishing
Trees, see The Archivist’s Corner column in our
June 2014 issue).

Fairy Faith Today

The Fairy Faith lives on today, even if it is
not recognized among world religions. Many
of us engage in certain behaviors without even
realizing we are acting out an ancient pagan
fairy rite, such as leaving out a food offering for
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Santa or tossing coins to a water well goddess.
Folklore lives on in many remote corners of
Europe, where people still insist that they have
had an interaction with or sighting of a fairy.
With the rise of neo-paganism in the past
thirty or so years, fairy beliefs have regained a
home inside the lexicon of religion. While many
modern pagans assert a belief in fairies and
other similar spirits as one component of their
wider belief system, others make fairy spirits
the central aspect of their religion. And, while
this may seem like a niche cultural subgroup,
online book-sellers offer numerous titles on this
ever-growing following.
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Princess Andrew?
There are an increasing number of people
who have turned to spirituality rather than
religion as a source of solace and to find
sanctuary from the busy world we are living
in. People are eager to express their spirituality
and to promote spirituality in society. What
people mean when they use that word varies
enormously.

Princess Alice
of Battenburg

Princess Andrew
of Greece
(Laszlo, 1922)

by Alison MacRae
Canada

Spirituality is also the relationship people
have with a force or power that is beyond
themselves which helps them feel connected,
and enriches their lives. Religion is a specific
set of beliefs or practices connected to an
organized group. Some people find spirituality
by practising their religious beliefs while others
find it outside of an organized religion.
People believe that the spiritual journey
of our lives demands outward and inward
wandering, often not knowing where it will
lead us to, giving away all of our personal
possessions.
This story is about a princess who found
spirituality and put it first and foremost in her
life.
Victoria Alice Elizabeth Julia Marie was
born February 25, 1885. She was to be known
as Princess Alice of Battenburg while growing
up. She was named Victoria, after Queen
Victoria who was her great-grandmother. One
of her many ancestors was Mary, Queen of
Scots.
Princess Alice was born in Windsor,
England. She learned to lip read at an early age
because she suffered from congenital hearing
loss. She also spoke four languages.
Princess Alice was married to Prince
Andrew of Greece and Denmark at a civil
ceremony on October 6, 1903. She took the
name Princess Andrew which was the name
she was to be known by. She had five children,
four daughters and one son.
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Her son Philip, who was to be known as
Prince Philip, married Princess Elizabeth who
was later to be crowned Queen Elizabeth II.
After her marriage, Princess Andrew’s
husband, Prince Andrew, continued on with
his military career while she acted as a nurse
assisting at operations and setting up field
hospitals. This took her away from home, as
she was very devoted to her work. Her efforts
were recognized by King George V, who
awarded her the Royal Red Cross in 1913.
Princess Andrew visited Russia in 1908.
While there she visited her aunt, the Grand
Duchess Elizabeth Fydorovna (who was later
to become a Russian Orthodox saint).
The Grand Duchess was making plans for
the foundation of a religious order of nurses.
Princess Andrew attended the laying of the
foundation stone for her aunt’s new order.
Later in the year the Grand Duchess began
giving away all her possessions in preparation
for a more spiritual life.
During the year 1930, Princess Andrew was
estranged from her husband Prince Andrew.

Her son Philip was sent to stay with his uncle,
Lord Mountbatten, who was Princess Andrew’s
brother, and who was raised in their household
in England.
During World War II, Princess Andrew
again went to work for the Red Cross. She
helped organize soup kitchens for the starving
population and often flew to Sweden to bring
back medical supplies on the pretext of visiting
her sister. She organized two shelters for
orphaned and homeless children and a nursing
circuit for poor neighbourhoods.
It was during the war that Princess Andrew
hid a Jewish widow and two of her five
children who sought to evade the Gestapo,
and deportation to the death camps. Princess
Andrew did this because the Jewish widow’s
husband had done a service for King George
I of Greece and, in return, King George I had
offered him any service that he could perform
should he ever be in need of it. One of the sons
remembered this and appealed to Princess
Andrew to help them. Princess Andrew
honoured the promise and saved the family
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with no regard to the consequences that could
have happened to her if she had been caught.
In 1944, when Athens was liberated, and there
was turmoil going on, she ignored the curfews and
would go around the streets distributing rations to
policemen and children.
When it was mentioned that she could have been
shot by a stray bullet, she replied “They tell me that
you don’t hear the bullet that kills you, and I am deaf
so why worry about that.”
She had also sent a letter to Prince Philip where
she admitted that in the last week before liberation
she had no food except bread and butter and had no
meat for several months.
Princess Andrew found out that, in 1944,
her estranged husband Prince Andrew had died
of a heart attack in Monte Carlo.
In November 1947, Princess Andrew
returned to Britain to attend the wedding of her
only son Philip to Princess Elizabeth. She had
some of her remaining jewels used in Princess
Elizabeth’s engagement ring.
In January 1949, Princess Andrew founded
a nursing order of Greek Orthodox Nuns. The
Christian Sisterhood of Martha and Mary was

modelled after the convent her Aunt the Grand
Duchess had founded. Princess Andrew made
several trips to the United States to raise money
for this order. Unfortunately it did not last long
and had to be closed.
In 1952, Princess Andrew attended the
coronation of her daughter-in-law Queen
Elizabeth II. Prince Philip was then given the
title Duke of Edinburgh. For this, Princess
Andrew wore a two-tone grey dress and
wimple (a cloth headdress covering the head
and neck and the sides of the face formerly
worn by women and still worn by some nuns).
In 1960, Princess Andrew visited India for
her own spiritual quest. She had to cut the trip
short as she later explained, as she claimed she,
“had an out of body experience.”
Princess Andrew was becoming increasingly
deaf and her health was failing. She was invited
to live at Buckingham Palace by Queen Elizabeth
II and Prince Philip.
Princess Andrew died at Buckingham Palace
on December 5, 1969. Following her spiritual
journey, she had no possessions left, having
given them all away.
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by Cass and Deborah Wright
Bellows Falls, VT, USA

Dunbar

Since the days of St Columba, spirituality
in historical Scotland has always been closely
linked to Christianity, its presiding churchmen,
and their places of worship, and one would be
truly hard-pressed to find a family more closely,
deeply, continually involved with all three of
those components than the mighty House of
Dunbar.
Following the years of the Roman evacuation,
on a vast, exposed cliff overlooking the North
Sea, the Pictish warlords built a fortress to defend
themselves from invading Saxons. Over many
generations, this fortress grew in importance
due to its strategic location at the mouth of the
River Forth. At some time in the 830s, after the
Battle of Scone, when Dursken, King
of the Picts was slain and his followers
fled, this fortress was awarded by
Kenneth MacAlpine, Scotland’s First
True King, to a courageous captain of
the Scots named Bar. Thus the fortress
became known in Gaelic as Dun Bar,
or the “Fortress of Bar.” Likewise, the
region around that fortress became
known, simply, as Dunbar.
The House of Dunbar descends
from Gospatric, grandson of Crinan,
Thane of Dunkeld, himself a grandson
of Duncan, an abbot who was murdered
in the year of 965. According to all
information, Duncan was the first of
literally dozens of renowned, highranking clergy who served the nation
of Scotland from out of this family.
The first person to bear the name of
Dunbar was Gospatric I, who rebuilt

the wood and wattle Fortress of Bar into the
stone castle that was to become the home base
of one of the most powerful names in Scotland.
Although it is widely accepted that this
family is natively Scottish, the persistence
of the cognomen “Gospatric”, from the Iron
Ages forward, suggests a root originating
from “God’s Patrick”, clearly referencing
the illustrious patron saint of Ireland. This is
bolstered further by the first name of Patrick
being highly favored by the Earls of this line,
and their ongoing dedication to religious service
and sponsorship. Admittedly, though, as they
began in the Hibernian colony of Dál Riata, the
topic seems akin to splitting hairs.
In 1072, the hereditary title of Thane was
denied to Gospatric by the royal court of
William the Conqueror, and he fled back to
Scotland. He was granted lands in Dunbar by
King Malcolm on several auspicious occasions,
and was ultimately elevated to become the first
of the Earls of Dunbar.
Patrick of Dunbar married a daughter of King
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Dunbar Tartan and Shield

William the Lion in 1184. A later Patrick, the
9th Earl of Dunbar, popularly known as “Black
Beard”, was one of the claimants who competed
with Edward Baliol, John “the Red” Comyn, and
Robert the Bruce, for the Crown in 1291, when
King Edward I of England connived to mediate
the contest for the throne of Scotland. The 9th
Earl withdrew his claim, and swore allegiance
to Edward I and the Plantagenet dynasty, even
though his son’s signature, and his seal, can
be seen on the Declaration of Arbroath, that
greatest of all Scottish documents, proclaiming
to the known world the urgent need for Scottish
Independence.
That son, the 10th Earl, also named Patrick,
was more calculating in his loyalties, especially
when he decided to give sanctuary to the fleeing
Edward II at Dunbar Castle. It was 1314, and
young Edward was in desperate flight from
the pursuing soldiers of Good Sir James, the
Black Douglas, after having lost the field
at Bannockburn to the army of Robert the
Bruce. Dunbar Castle, the House’s most famed
stronghold, sheltered the fugitive king until he
could be smuggled out to a rendezvous with a
summoned English ship, which, by the virtue
of the keep’s many sea-level doors and mooring
gates, delivered him back, against all odds, safe
and sound to London.
Here, many historians expostulate that this
situation yields a moment where the fate of
two nations balanced on a proverbial knife’s
edge; had the 10th Earl’s decision been to
overturn Edward’s sanctuary, and release
him to the Good Sir James, the future power
of Scottish Independence would have been
augmented tenfold, especially due to the English
government’s sudden need to make peace, and
barter with the victorious Bruce for the young
King’s ransom.
Further, the circumstances of those events
might have served to quell much of the hostility
between England and Scotland to which history
bears witness, through all the remaining decades

of the 14th century. By denying the demands of
the Black Douglas at his foregate, and refuting
the authority of Robert the Bruce, Liberator
of Scotland, Patrick successfully shielded the
fugitive Edward II, thereby risking incurring a
full-scale siege by the triumphant Scottish army,
and his own arrest as a traitor.
That such consequences never transpired,
and that Dunbar facilitated his hostage’s rescue,
gives ample evidence how surprising history can
be, even without a storyteller’s embellishment.
These events also form a scant, breadcrumb
trail of evidence suggesting that both Douglas
and Bruce were ever-mindful of the power
and influence of the House of Dunbar, on both
sides of the Border, and that Patrick might have
harbored concerns about English retribution, and
the dire possibility of their soldiers overrunning
the Dunbar lands and estates in years to come.
If that was indeed the case, the Earl’s caution
was well-founded, as the following passage
illuminates.
Among other Dunbars who brighten
history’s pages, few do so with the pomp and
grace of Patrick’s own bride, Agnes, Countess
of Dunbar. Often known as “Black Agnes”, she
was the daughter of Robert the Bruce’s friend,
Thomas Randolph. In 1337, with her husband
occupied with the protection of the contested
Border town of Berwick, where he had been
appointed governor, she mounted a sturdy
defense to repel a siege of Dunbar Castle. Over
twenty years after Bannockburn, there was an
enemy at the gate again, though this time, there
was no royal fugitive within. This time the prize
was the great keep itself! Agnes had no stalwart
husband beside her to command the castle, and
protect all she held dear, but rather only her wits,
her iron will, and her loyal castle guard, leaving
her little more than her own gritty resolve in a
very deadly game.
Early on, one of the best tactics she used was
her constant regimen of pacing the overlook
atop the castle, while calmly dusting-off the
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stones of the battlements with an elaborate lace
kerchief after each of the crashing cannonballs
of Salisbury or Arundel impacted the castle
walls. This was done, of course, in full view of
the siege commanders, and worked nicely to
ratchet-up their growing frustration.
Midway through the siege, the English
commanders retired their artillery, and initiated
a strategy involving a siege-engine known as the
Sow, for its porcine shape and lumbering gait.
But Agnes was “nae caught nappin”; swiftly
setting-up pass-along queues among her staff,
she directed the hurling of rocks and quarry
stones from the forward battlements, effectively
destroying the Sow before it could be put to use.
When the soldiers manning it fled for their lives
from that great granite hail-storm, Agnes called
out: “Ha! Behold yon litter of English pigs!”
Eventually, the Earl of Salisbury decided that
a starvation ploy would open the castle gates but unknown to the besiegers, Patrick Dunbar’s
old comrade, Alexander Ramsay of Dalhousie,
was making frequent nighttime deliveries of
food and stores to a secluded entrance, perhaps
rowing them up to the same mooring quay from
whence King Edward had been rescued, or to
another of the keep’s tide-lapped sea-doors.
Thus fortified, Dunbar Castle withstood all
efforts for a total of nineteen weeks, before
the entire siege was abandoned in a truce, as
the reinforcements sent by King David I had
finally arrived by sea. A verse attributed to Lord
Arundel’s personal journal, which was later
popularized in tavern ballads, sums up the bitter
exasperation of his troops’ withdrawal:
“She kept a stir in tower and trench / That
brawling, boisterous Scottish wench / Came I
early, came I late / I found Agnes at the gate.”
Later in the 14th century, Earl Patrick
enlarged his estates yet again, and became one of
the premier nobles of Scotland, admired widely
for his generous patronage of the priories,

abbeys and monasteries across the breadth of
his lands. He accompanied the Earl of Douglas,
the son of the same Sir James whom he had
once upon a time dared to stand against, on the
Black Douglas’ raids across the Borders into
England. At the Battle of Otterburn, where the
Scots defeated the flamboyant Hotspur, Patrick
and the Black Douglas fought side by side, a
long and bloody day, survived by the Dunbar
Earl, but not by his boon companion, the Black
Douglas.
Years afterward, the two great Houses fell
out with one another, when the Red Douglas
disrupted plans for Dunbar’s daughter to marry
the son of King Robert III.
After Patrick’s chieftaincy, the winds
of fortune blew ill against the Great House
in the 15th century; Sir George Dunbar of
Kilconquhar, the 11th, and final, Earl became
powerful enough to threaten the throne of King
James I, and being proud to a fault, failed to
keep his own counsel, or to behave dutifully,
despite many grave warnings to rein-in the
“great white horse”. Ultimately, he was charged
with treason, defamed and imprisoned, all of
which resulted in the Crown seizing for itself
the sprawling Dunbar estates.
After four hundred years of advancement,
the majority of property held by the Celtic Earls
of Dunbar, and the wealth it generated, was
annexed by the Royal Stewarts, in the name of
the monarchy. Having lost his title along with
all these lands and holdings, despite having
labored to establish Dunbar family holdings in
Moray, and in Wigtownshire, Sir George found
himself driven by censure and ridicule to exile
in England, where he died in 1455.
Columba Dunbar, the grandson of the Earl
Patrick and Countess Agnes, was a dedicated
devotee of the church from childhood who
achieved his dream of becoming the Bishop of
Moray, and whose effigy may still be viewed
within the ruins of Elgin Cathedral. It was his
descendants who colonized and advanced the
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Sir John Dunbar of Mochrum; inspired by his
venerated uncle, the younger Gavin Dunbar
followed him into the Deanery of Moray,
becoming, in time, the tutor for the orphaned
James V, then the Archbishop of Glasgow, and
finally, Lord Chancellor of Scotland. Bishop
Gavin the Younger died in 1547, following years
of alliance with the rigorously pious Cardinal
David Beaton, and posthumously earned the
dubious distinction of being among the favorite
targets of firebrand John Knox’s seething
vitriol. But even then, during the turbulence
of the Covenanting strife, it was a common
old adage, as perhaps it still is among Scottish
Catholics, that “when God shepherds Scotland,
the Dunbars weigh His wool!”
In 1694, Sir James Dunbar of Mochrum was
“Welcome to be our princess of honour,
created a Baronet of Nova Scotia and in his coat
Our pearl, our pleasure, and our paramour,
of arms was allowed to proclaim “Imperially
Our peace, our play, our plain felicity:
Crowned”; his descendants, in the New World
Christ thee conserve from all adversity!”
as in the Old, have maintained the same proud
Another churchman of the family, Friar principles that made their ancestors men of mark
William’s cousin, Alexander Dunbar, used his since the Middle Ages. So look well upon the
rank as the Prior of Pluscardine to provide funds Dunbar crest, O ye sons of Adam and daughters
for the relief of his famed but often indigent of Eve - as symbolized by its snow-white horse’s
relative. William probably died at the Battle of head, bridled as redly as the blood of Christ, and
Flodden with his king, but much of his verse as declared by its motto “In Promptu”, these
has survived to modern times, and even now we Caledonians have indeed always stood ready
can appreciate why Sir Walter Scott dubbed him to gallop forth in the name of godly right and
virtue!
“the darling of Scottish muses”.
Happier times continued for the Gospatric
line, as its sons clove more industriously to
Mother Church. Gavin Dunbar, the fourth son
The Book is Coming!
of Sir Alexander Dunbar of Westfield, achieved
The printing process has begun! By early 2015 a compilation
power and prominence by becoming Bishop of
of the first two years of Henceforth Tales should be available
Aberdeen. By 1503, Gavin had been elevated to
for sale at fairs, events, etc.
the Privy Council of James IV; after assisting
Thank you all for your readership.
with the foundation of the university in
Aberdeen, he worked to beautify the Cathedral
of St. Machar, where, unfortunately for future
generations, his marble effigy was smashed
Follow future issues of the Celtic Guide for further
during the Reformation by Protestant zealots.
information about this publication. . . and thank
This Bishop of Aberdeen had a nephew also you for joining us at the hearth ! - DW
named Gavin, being the third son of his brother,
younger Dunbar holdings that spread north
to the regions of Caithness throughout the
15th century, obviously, no celibacy for old
Columba.
Among the most fondly recalled members of
the family was William Dunbar, born in 1460;
like many before him, he aspired to a life in the
clergy, and though never rising above the post
of friar, penned poetry so vibrant and lyrical that
he became court poet to King James IV, which
sadly did little to elevate his poverty.
In glowing admiration of his King’s new
bride, the celebrated Margaret, Friar William
penned these beaming lines, translated here
from his Scotified Middle English:

The Book is Coming!
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St. Patrick

We would be remiss if we didn’t mention
St. Patrick in our March issue of Celtic Guide.
I had heard briefly about a connection to
Scotland and so I did a quick Google search.
What I found was a posting site where some
poor soul asked a simple question – “I will be
in Scotland during St. Patrick’s Day; is there
anywhere particular to celebrate?”
I say “poor soul” as he was lambasted by
several people who don’t know their history.
They made claims that St. Patrick was Irish
and had nothing to do with Scotland. They
claimed that the questioner would be taking his
life into his hands if he mentioned St. Patrick
in Northern Ireland. And they insinuated that
the holiday was celebrated only in America,
basically by a few foolish people.
Taking the last point first, the New York City
St. Patrick’s Day Parade is thought to be the
largest parade of any kind in the world! And
it doesn’t stand alone. Savannah, GA, Boston,
MA, Pittsburgh, PA, and many other American
cities add millions more to the parade route.
St. Patrick’s Day is celebrated worldwide,
with events in Norway, Germany, Japan,
Denmark, South Korea, Canada, Russia, and
yes, even in Glasgow, Scotland!
The largest Saint Patrick’s Day parade in
the UK is held in Birmingham, over a two-mile
route through the city center. The organizers
describe it as the third-largest St. Patrick’s
Day parade in the world, after Dublin and New
York. Other Saint Patrick’s Day parades take
place around the country including in London
where the largest minority community is Irish.
So millions and millions of “foolish” people
all over the world seem to be celebrating
St. Patrick by attending and participating in
parades and events held in his honor. No other
person in history has ever received this kind of
annual accolade.

by James McQuiston FSA Scot
USA

Saint Patrick stained glass window from
Cathedral of Christ the Light, Oakland, CA.

St. Patrick is credited with creating the
first modern writings of Ireland, replacing the
old Ogham script, and he was present across
Ireland, quite often in the northern region
known as Ulster or Northern Ireland. Saint
Patrick’s Day is a public holiday there.
Oddly enough, the Charitable Irish Society
of Boston organized the very first American
observance of Saint Patrick’s Day in the
Thirteen Colonies, back in 1737. Surprisingly,
the celebration was not Catholic in nature,
Irish immigration to the colonies having been
dominated by Presbyterians. Still, being a saint,
Catholics have their own solid claim to him
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St. Patrick is generally thought to have
been born in Scotland, of Roman parents, near
Dumbarton. He was taken to Ireland by Irish
pirates. After escaping, he returned years later
to minister to his adopted homeland. Other
theories have him born in Wales or northern
England. None have him born in Ireland.
During the bleak winter of 1779-1780, the
American Continental Army, was made up
of many Scotch-Irishmen. Generals born in
Ireland or who had Irish parents commanded
seven of the eleven brigades wintering in
Morristown.
General George Washington knew his troops
were hungry, cold and discouraged, and badly
needed a morale boost, so he enlisted a holiday
rarely observed in America, St. Patrick’s Day,
to the patriot cause.
While frivolity was at a severe premium,
George Washington knew he needed to buoy
the spirits of his forces, so he did what any
good boss would do: he gave them a day off.

The general granted his troops just a single
holiday that winter in Morristown, and it wasn’t
Christmas. It was —St. Patrick’s Day.
In an effort to give his men a badly needed
break, to recognize the heritage of many of
his soldiers and to express solidarity with
the “brave and generous” people of Ireland,
Washington issued general orders on March 16,
1780, proclaiming St. Patrick’s Day a holiday
for his troops.
To the misguided naysayers on the posting
website I say, “Now, who’s the fool?”
Celtic Music by

SEM

• Website – www.sandraelizabethmae.jimdo.com
• Facebook – www.facebook.com/singersem
• Latest album Hero available at:
https://itunes.apple.com/album/hero/id908305156?affId=1662869 and
http://www.amazon.com/Hero-SEM-Sandra-Elizabeth-Mae/dp/B00MMJAUA2
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capturing
the spirit
by James McQuiston FSA Scot
USA

There are times when we speak of capturing
the spirit of a tradition, a scene, an historical
event, a person’s life. This usually involves
something we feel, but can’t quite put our
words together to describe. It also usually
involves a timeless, even sacred subject.
In this case, my great Scottish-blooded
friend, Rod Perry, of Alaska, is the Spirit
Capturer. He has been with the Iditarod race
since its beginnings and has written more about
it than any person alive. Last year, and again,
this March, Rod will have led off the race by
capturing the spirit of old-time dog-sledding in
the barrens of this vast wilderness.
In the photo at the right, demonstrating a
dog team freighting method of yore, Iditarod
Race founding driver Rod Perry (front) rides a
ouija (“wee-gee”) board while steering with a
gee pole, as his friend, 1984 Iditarod Champion
Dean Osmar, mans the brake from the runner
tails.
Running the great oaken freight sled—21
feet long to the tip of the gee pole—that Rod,
his brother Alan, and old family friend Cliff
Sisson built last winter, the two reenact the
Iditarod Trail’s most romantic yearly passage
of a century ago, that of the legendary Wells
Fargo Express Gold Train.
Beginning in 1911, each winter for
eight years, indomitable former Black Hills
stagecoach driver Bob Griffis, his intrepid
companions and their valiant teams of huge,
old-breed freighting huskies braced into the
teeth of the Arctic winter to haul Iditarod’s
fabulously rich annual cleanup out to Seward
for ocean shipment south. For a half a thousand
miles, sleds laden high with trail gear and
supplies atop the gold in boxes at the bottom

of the loads for stability, they were struck
with terrible blizzards, battled deep, unbroken
drifts, dared treacherous thin ice and overflows,
endured excruciating cold, and conquered the
most formidable mountain range in North
America. Like the mail, Wells Fargo’s gold
shipments had to go through.
And this was not transporting a paltry few
nuggets and a little dust in a few moosehide
pokes; no, this was hauling gold by the ton
worth millions. In the eight years their greatest
single haul was 3,400 pounds of gold pulled
out by several teams totaling forty-six mighty
huskies, big as wolves. (Wrap your mind
around that at today’s price per ounce!)
In this Anchorage Centennial Celebration
year of 2015, the trail out of Anchorage will
again feel the footfall of Wells Fargo huskies.
Under Wells Fargo sponsorship, the Gold
Train will once more be reenacted during the
Ceremonial Start of the Iditarod Trail Sled
Dog Race, demonstrating to thirty thousand
cheering onlookers what old time trail use
looked like.
By the way, see how many sled dogs you
can count in this picture. Believe it or not, there
are fourteen.
For more on the building of the sled and
Wells Fargo’s Gold Train of a century past, go
to www.rodperry.com. Click on Rod’s Blog.
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We’ve called this last page “So, What’s Next?” since the very first issue of the Guide. The same
question is a huge part of what we call the spiritual quest; we all wonder what comes next. I like Paul
McCartney’s answer, in his song, “The End of the End,” where he says, “At the end of the end, it’s
the start of a journey to a much better place; and this wasn’t bad, so a much better place would have
to be special; no need to be sad.” It’s a great little song from a great Celtic-blooded songwriter.
So here are the themes, again, for all of this year. We have some “Good Stuff” coming up!
January (published) - Unexplained Mysteries
February (published) - The Voyage
March - (published) - Spirituality
April - Superstitions (lots of these where the Celts are concerned!)
May - Castles and Cathedrals (nothing like stonework to say “Celtic”)
June - The Innovators (the inventors, the explorers, the first to try something new)
July - Legends and Lore (stories galore)
August - The Animals (we’ve left these poor creatures out, all along)
September - Wee Folk and Monsters (From Fae to Nessie, and everything in between)
October - Halloween (including the festival known as Samhainn in Scottish Gaelic
or Samhain in Irish, and other Celtic celebrations)
November - Seasons and Cycles (recurring themes from Celtic culture and history)
December - Gifts (our free-for-all, anything-goes, Christmas gift issue)
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